TRADITIONAL ALL-COLLEGE PROGRN SCHEDULED IN JONES HALL TONIGHT

SECRET FUR BOUNDS MUSICAL AND DRAMATIC EFFORTS

Operetta and Specialty Acts Will Be Presented; Men's and Women's Glee Clubs Plus First Appearance This Year

Tonight at 7:30 p.m., the first All-College-Nite program of the year will open in the auditorium of Jones Hall. The operetta program and dramatic selections have been kept a secret, but it will be plenty of variety and fun to please the most fastidious. Last year the college nights were very popular, and it is expected that Jones hall will be crowded this evening.

Students to Have Parade Sat. Morning

TEAM WILL ALSO APPEAR

With the Zeta Phi Beta sorority tonight, the Zeta Phi Beta sorority will also take part in the program and a great display of enthusiasm for the football game. The Zeta Phi Beta sorority will parade before the program and will play their part in the entertainment.

Edith Jones, the head of the College of Physical Education, will also take part in the parade. The parade will be held before the program and will be a great display of enthusiasm for the football game.

DRAMATICAL SELECTIONS OF STUDENTS SCHEDULED IN JONES HALL TONIGHT

TODAY'S PROGRAMME

Fun Program

The personnel of the Varsity Glee Club has been busily engaged in rehearsing for the music to be played before the program. There will be a great display of the dramatic ability of the students present tonight.

Edith Jones, the head of the College of Physical Education, will also take part in the parade. The parade will be held before the program and will be a great display of enthusiasm for the football game.

Men Find Y. M. MEETINGS VALUABLE

Three Groups Meet Tuesday For Discussion

Y. M. C. A. has been active in the College of Physical Education for several months, and the three groups that have met so far have been successful. The first day of October is the day before the opening of the basketball season, and it is expected to see a great display of enthusiasm for the football game.

Y. W. DEVOTIONAL SERVICE HELD

An Advent in Silence

Tonight the Y. W. C. A. will hold an evening devotional service. The service will be held at 7:30 p.m. in the auditorium of Jones Hall.

Robertson's Urges Professor

Term Urges Professor

This is the last day of October in the fall before the winter holidays. It is expected to see a great display of enthusiasm for the football game.

Sprites and Goblins No Longer Are

Expected as of Old on All Hallows

Hallowe'en is a holiday which has received constitution from the college authorities. It is expected to see a great display of enthusiasm for the football game.

LOGGERS AND WILDCATS MEET IN N. W. CONFERENCE GAME SATURDAY

PUGET SOUND MACHINE READY TO DATE STRONG LINFIELD QUAD

Linfield Bringing Strongest Team in History to Meet Local Gridironists in Stadium

Saturday afternoon, in the Stadium, at three o' clock, the Loggers of the College of Physical Education meet the Wildcats from the Northwest Conference. It is expected to see a great display of enthusiasm for the football game.

Students to Have Parade Sat. Morning

TEAM WILL ALSO APPEAR

With the Zeta Phi Beta sorority tonight, the Zeta Phi Beta sorority will also take part in the program and a great display of enthusiasm for the football game.
MATH CLUB PICKS TRAVEL TO VANCOUVER
A paper on the "Origin of Numbers" will be the subject of the first meeting of the Math Club. The meeting will be held in the library at 12:20 on Tuesday, Sept. 28.

LITERARY CLUB HOLDS BOARDS
Josephine Day is General Chairman of Affair

The literary club held its first meeting last Saturday at 12:20 in room 355.

AMPHICS ENJOY REAL HALLOWEEN

A paper on the "Origin of Numbers" was presented by Ernest Miller, members and guests were entertained with a traditional Halloween program, and games.

ROBOTRY BUSH

A heated debate, with the affirmative side conducted by the Colonials and the negative side by the Alpha Omegas, was followed by "Call of the Wild" in the Colonial Theater.

BOLAND

For School Pictures
See Joe Caruth

PHIL M E E T I N G  O N  S L A Y E R

On Halloween, the house of the Philomathes is closed to the public. Its program was directed by Mary McAlister.

ALPHA BETA EPSILON HAS HALLOWEEN TRICK

The Alpha Betas will have a "Trick or Treat" party, which will be held on Wednesday, Oct. 31.
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MORE ALL-COLLEGE FUNCTIONS

There has always been a lack of all-college social functions at the University. This semester we have had very few class functions. In its first year, the class usually has a never a social function at all; it has practically nothing going on until Senior Social Day.

The social life of the college seems to be limited to fraternal organizations and literary societies. They are all right as far as we are concerned, in addition to class parties and all-college functions! We need some social life that includes the whole student body.

An important step in this direction is All-College Night. Here the whole student body can gather together for an evening of entertainment presented by various groups, without regard to class, to cut smaller or larger student groups, without colleges. For once the students can forget their petty rivalries and work together.

The time spent in this manner will help a great deal in developing strong college spirit.

Let us give IT our HEARTY SUPPORT!

Bob Arntson

LAW IN ALL SILENCE

At Pueblo Sound there are a thousand and one little tasks that mean work for someone. The rooms of the literary societies must be cleaned and decorated. The stories for the college paper must be written. The halls must be kept neat and clean, with all the lab appointments set up. Telephone calls from students must be answered, notes and paper on the bulletin boards.

These and many other tasks similar to these must be taken care of every day or every week by some student at the college. They seem little and unimportant jobs, but the doing of them looks after the care of every day or every week by some student at the college. They are working overtime nowadays. In our opinion, the neatest and best-organized classes are those in which every member does the best work.

TOO PARTICULAR

Betty Totten: Is Bob a particular editor?

Grace Anderson: I'll say so, he never finds a job he can't do.

Leon Potacek: It is true that blowing the hair is important.

Sam Pugh: I know one guy that's crazy over a bluebird.

Punk Leatherhead: Is your rider good and hard?

Frank: Our drink of this cistern will make a fellow think he is drunk and lie down on the highway and try to pull the car over him.

Prof. Topping: What is your idea of civilization?

Ed Ernst: It's a good idea, somebody ought to start it.

LOGGER LESSONS

Not long ago I was

Dogging the horses

To the station, and way,

Saying my goodby.

Now the saw has

Gone on its way.

The noise of the logs

Falling from the trees

With a low, deep

Regulator threw it

Out of the door.

And the room was silent again.

It's the end of the day,

May 22, 1928

The peeling of the logs

Is in the air.

I am happy,

Pleased,

And rest.

Is it to be a happy day?

Do you think I am happy?

I wonder if you'll ever see me again.

I am happy,

Pleased,

And rest.

Professor of Frank Wilson, famous canoe man, is a sign that Frank is nearer success, according to his help. That they have been behind them since--
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